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Table I Simulated BO-105 and UH-lH actuator characteristics

UH-lH V/STOLAND
BO-l05-S3

Axis Position limit, Rate limit,
Position Rate limit, in. (t) in./sec (%/sec)
limit, in./sec
in. (%) (%/sec) Series Parallel Series Parallel

Longitudinal ±6(100) 9(75) ±1.6(27) ±6(100) 11(92) 1.5(13)
Lateral ±6(100) 9(75) ±1.8(30) ±6(100) 12(100) 1.7(14)
Collective 0-10(100) 3(30) ±0.9(18) 0-10(100) 13.3(133) 0.9(9)
Pedals ±3.5(100) 3.5(50) ±0.9(26) ±3.5(100) 5.8(83) 0.9(13)

Table 2 Pilot experience

Total flight hours

Pilot Affiliation
Helicopter Fixed wing BO-105 UH-lH

A DFVLR 5300 400 900 2500
B DFVLR 510 330 400 0

Table 3 Test matrix

.4 Task
Helicopter Status Actuating Task

system 60-knot dolphin 60-knot slalom

BO-105 Baseline Ideal Pilots A,B Pilots A,B
With MFCS S-3 Pilots A,B Pilots A,B

UH-lH Baseline Ideal Pilot A Pilot A
With MFCS V/STOLAND Pilots A,B Pilots A,B

Table 4 Averaged pilot ratings

HELICOPTER STATUS RATING

80-105 BASELINE . [] 1
WITH MFCS - . ..UH-IH BASELINE !.1; ).

UHH WITH MFCS [
11213141516 7 8 9 10,F, . r

HANDLING QUALITIES

HELICOPTER STATUS RATING Acossi0n Fer

90-105 BASELINE 1: ] -' NIS OKRA&I
_O-105 WITH MFCS ]IC TAB

BASELINE I ' .....

WITH MFCS

213141567 910

TASK PERFORMANCE f 1  I
TASK: LKNOTDOLPHIN _ ..
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Abstract K = gain

A U.S. and German piloted simulation Q = torque, ft-lb
experiment conducted to evaluate the per-
formance of a model following control sys- r - yaw rate in the body-c.g. axes
tem by applying it to hingeless-rotor and system, deg/sec
teetering-rotor helicopters is reported.
The explicit model was a linear, decoupled s = Laplace transform variable
model such that the pilot commanded pitch
attitude with the longitudinal cyclic, T - sample time, sec
roll attitude with the lateral cyclic, yaw c
rate with the pedals, and Earth-fixed U = control vector, ' - (6esadc,6P)
downward velocity with the collective.
The results of the simulation indicate w - Earth-fixed vertical velocity,
that the performance of the model follow- ft/sec
ing control system is primarily dependent
on the limitations of the actuating system. wf - fuel flow rate, lb/hr
Satisfactory handling qualities were
achieved for both augmented helicopters X - helicopter state vector,
flying two specified evaluation tasks: (u,w,q,9,v,p, ,r)T
dolphin and slalom maneuvers. The sig-
nificant improvements in task performance XM = model state vector,
and handling qualities achieved for these IM - (eM,oM,wM,rM)T
two radically different helicopters, aug-
mented with the designed model following z - unit delay
control system, indicates the flexibility
and versatility of this control technique. 6a - lateral cyclic stick movement,

positive to right, in.

Notation dc - collective control input, positive
up, in.

A - helicopter dynamics matrix where
x-Ax + Bu 6e - longitudinal cyclic stick movement,

positive aft, in.
B - helicopter control matrix

6p - pedal movement, positive right, in.
C - model sensitivity matrix

* A( ) .- increment in
-e - error between the helicopter state

and model state 0 Euler pitch angle, deg

G - control system matrices - time constant, sec

HP - power - Euler roll angle, deg

I - identity matrix a = rotor angular velocity, rad/sec

J - rotor moment of inertia about C ] - matrix inverseshaft, slug-ft' h IT - matrix transpose

Presented at the 40th Annual Forum of the
American Helicopter Society, Crystal City,
Virginia, May 16-18, 1984.
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Subscripts and a recently developed quantitative mea-
sure of model following performance. This

c - commanded paper discusses the results of the piloted
portion of the experiment. Analysis of the

D - discretized model following control system using the
new performance criterion will be reported

E - engine in a subsequent paper.

- - model
Experiment Design

0 - trim-or reference condition

R - reuiredMathematical modelsR -required

Simulation of the baseline helicop-
ters was accomplished using two versions

Introduction of a ten-degree-of-freedom, nonlinear,
generic helicopter mathematical model.'

A joint research between the One version of the mathematical model was
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt configured to simulate the flight dynamic
fur Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (DFVLR) and characteristics of the DFVLR BO-105
the U.S. Army, under the Helicopter Flight S3 helicopter and the other to simulate
Controls Memorandum of Understanding, was those of the NASA/Army UH-lH V/STOLAND

-q established to develop and evaluate model helicopter without stabilizer bar.
following control methods. The long-term
objective of the program is to develop and To make possible the transfer of the
implement a model following control system simulation results to future flight test
on a flight research facility for use in programs, the different actuating systems
handling qualities, parameter identifica- of these two variable-stability helicop-
tion, and control system experiments. The ters were also simulated. The fly-by-wire
advantage of using a model following con- actuators of the BO-105 S3, shown in
trol system on a fly-by-wire helicopter is Fig. 1, are installed in all four axes and
that the characteristics of the model to mechanically connected to the safety
be followed can be varied quickly and pilot's controls. These actuators are
easily depending on the desired task to full-authority and quick in response. A
be performed. simple second order model of the BO-105

fly-by-wire actuators was simulated for
A model following control system was this experiment (Fig. 2). Because of

designed at the DFVLR, and a preliminary limits in the hydraulic force booster, the
flight test program, using the MBB BO-105 rates of all the simulated actuators were
S3 helicopter, was conducted to determine constrained.

** *the feasibility of using such a control
system for variable stability applications. The UH-lH V/STOLAND actuating system
Results of this experiment demonstrated utilizes a combination of a parallel servo
that decoupling of the DO-105 was possible and a series servo in the linkage of each

. using the model following control system, control.' Figure 3 shows the servo instal-
and it was recommended that further lations for the cyclic controls. The
research be conducted in this area. series servos, which are severely limited

in authority, are the faster responding
S.Before undergoing more extensive actuators and thus act primarily on the

flight test programs, a U.S./German transient behavior. The parallel actua-
piloted simulation experiment, the topic tors are full-authority rate servos which
of this paper, was designed and conducted, act to off-load the series servos and thus
The purpose of the experiment was to inves- provide a trimming function. In addition,
tigate the decoupling performance and lim- there are disconnect devices in the evalu-
itations of the designed model following ation pilot's pitch and roll cyclic con-
control system and to determine how easily trols to allow for fly-by-wire operation.
it could be adapted to a new baseline Figure 4 shows the simulated UH-IH
helicopter, the NASA/Army variable stabil- V/STOLAND actuating system. The series
ity UH-H V/STOLAND. The BO-lO5 (hinge- servos were modeled by a second order

less rotor) and UH-IH (teetering rotor) filter, and the parallel servos were mod-
helicopters were chosen because they have eled by an integrator. If the series
extreme differences in control system servo operates at its position limit, the
actuation, as well as in control power and gain K is used to force the parallel
flight dynamics corresponding to their servo to operate at its maximum rate.
different rotor systems. Two methods of
assessing the decoupling performance of A comparison of the simulated actuator
the model following control system were characteristics and limitations for the
used in this simulation: pilot ratings BO-105 and UH-lH is shown in Table 1. The

1% N oN %



main limitations in the UH-IH actuating 20 knots by commanding both roll angle and
system are the limited-authority series yaw rate with the lateral cyclic stick.
servos. The main restriction in the
B0-105 actuating system is the collective Model Following Control System
rate limit of 30%/sec. This limitation
is primarily the result of the rotor rpm In a typical model following control
dynamics and limits. To represent accu- system (MFCS) (Fig. 7) the pilot's commands
rately the influence of the rotor rpm on are disconnected from the actual aircraft
the model following control system, a and fed into a model. This model may, for
simple model of the 8O-105's engine and example, be the equations of motion of an
rpm governor was implemented in the simu- aircraft to be investigated or the dynam-
lation mathematical model. Figure 5a ics of a system with good handling quali-

* shows the standard rpm governor used in ties. The errors between the states of
the ten-degree-of-freedom generic heli- the model and those of the base system are
copter mathematical model (from Ref. 1). fed into the control system, which attempts
This model was modified for this simula- to minimize the state errors by generating
tion experiment based on actual DFVLR control signals for the actuators. If the
BO-105 flight test data (Fig. 5b). Sev- state errors are always zero, the con-
eral simplifying assumptions were made in trolled vehicle exhibits the dynamics of
deriving the block diagram shown in the model.
Fig. 5b from the one in Fig. 5a:

The main objective of the designed
1) The throttle is held constant at MFCS shown in Fig. 8 is to control the

100% attitudes to be followed in the outer loop
by controlling the rates in the inner loop.

2) The required torque, OR , is The feedback matrices, G, and G2, are used
directly proportional to the pilot's col- by the designer to select the desired
lective stick input, 6c outer-loop and inner-loop states to be

controlled. The elements of G, and G.
3) The relationship between engine are either l's or O's, and each matrix

power, HP, and engine torque, OE, is contains a maximum of four elements equal
linear so that the engine produces engine to 1 (the number of states to be followed
torque directly from the change in fuel must equal the number of controls avail-
flow able). Once G, and G. are defined, the

controller matrix G, is dependent only
Explicit Model on the base system's control matrix BD

for the four commanded variables. The
Previous research programs3 -  have controllers used are feed-forward gains

demonstrated that the handling qualities calculated using a nonreal-time identifi-
of a helicopter flying typical mission cation procedure which incorporates a
scenarios can be improved if the interaxis linearized version of the actual helicop-
coupling is minimized. Interaxis coupling, ter. In addition, the elements of the
such as pitch-roll cross-coupling and col- controller matrix are adjusted with air-
lective input coupling to pitch and yaw, speed to improve the accuracy and robust-
generally requires complex control coordi- ness of the system. The output of the
nation by the pilot in terrain flight and controller matrix is integrated to sup-
is, therefore, a major factor influencing press constant errors and hold the base
the flying qualities of the helicoptet. system in the trim state over the whole

flight envelope. It was found that in
Accordingly, the explicit model cases in which either the rate or position

chosen for this experiment was a linear, limit of one of the four actuators is
decoupled model; the pilot commands pitch exceeded, the error between the controlled
attitude with longitudinal cyclic, roll state and the actual helicopter state can

% attitude with lateral cyclic, yaw rate build up very quickly and cause instabili-
with pedals, and Earth-fixed downward ties owing to saturated integrators. This
velocity with collective. A block diagram instability problem was overcome by stop-
of the explicit model is shown in Fig. 6. ping the integration of the controller

. The feedback and feed-forward matrices, output for the axis in which the actuator
AM and BM , are diagonal matrices for a is limited by zeroing the corresponding
decoupled model. The model time constants element of the diagonal G, matrix.
and sensitivities were determined in pre- Finally, the elements of the diagonal G,
simulation checkout and adjusted, based on are used to convert the attitude errors to
pilot comments, to give good handling a specified amount of commanded rate.
qualities. A special turn coordination
feature was included in the model. The Initially, the controller matrix G
turn coordination feature attempts to mini- was equal to the inverse of the base hell-
mize lateral acceleration in turns above copter's control matrix BD . However, for

. ....



tasks requiring large and rapid control Conduct of the Experiment
inputs where the rate or position limits
of one or more of the actuators is Facility Description
exceeded, this linear control system
causes overcontrolling in the unlimited This experiment was conducted on a
axes. For this case of limited actuators, fixed-base simulator at Ames Research
an optimal control law was developed: Center. The simulator facility includes

a single-seat cockpit cab equipped with
Tconventional helicopter controls and

uunlimited (BIB-BIllimited) typical instrument panel (Fig. 10).
Switches in the simulator cab were used by

BD(i, 3 ): third column " matrix BD the pilots to enable the various features
of the control system. A 600:1 scale ter-

(1) rain board and camera visual system depict-
ing a runway with two 100-ft obstacles

In Eq. (1), BI denotes the base iys- positioned on the centerline (Fig. 11) was
tem's control matrix corresponding to the presented through the cab window on a
unlimited portion of the control vector, color television monitor with a collimat-
The optimal control law minimizes all four ing lens.
state errors using only the unlimited con-
trols while holding the limited controls Evaluation Task Description
at either the maximum rate or position.
The controller matrix G, is redefined as Evaluation of the model following
the pseudo-inverse of the matrix B.: control system for the two helicopters

under investigation was accomplished using
T_-IT T two typical nap-of-the-Earth mission tasks:
(BB'B () a dolphin (Fig. 12) and a slalom (Fig. 13)

task. The dolphin task required the pilot
An example calculation of the controller to fly over two 100-ft obstacles spaced
matrix G for the BO-105 in 60-knot 1150 ft apart while attempting to maintain
level flight is given in the Appendix. a 60-knot airspeed and an altitude of

75 ft between the obstacles. The control
To illustrate the difference between strategy the pilots were instructed to

the linear control system and the linear follow was to use primarily collective
control system plus the controller opti- stick inputs to perform the task and to
mization feature, Fig. 9 shows the response minimize deviations in airspeed, heading,
of the BO-105, augmented with the two dif- pitch attitude, and roll attitude with the
ferent control-systems, to a 3-2-1-1 col- remaining three controls. The slalom task
lective stick input of 1.0-in. magnitude was a lateral avoidance task which required
during 60-knot level flight. Figure 9a the pilot to maneuver around 100-ft high

- shows the collective input and correspond- obstacles spaced 1150 ft apart on the
ing response of the collective actuator, runway centerline while maintaining alti-
For this input, the MFCS commands a verti- tude (75 ft AGL) and airspeed (60 knots).
cal velocity of ±8 ft/sec, filtered with a
frequency of 1.67 rad/sec. In addition, Evaluation Pilots' Background and
the MFCS attempts to hold the three other Experience
states at their 60-knot trim positions
through manipulation of their actuator Two DFVLR pilots participated as eval-
positions. It can be seen that the collec- uation pilots in this simulation study. A
tive actuator was rate-limited during a summary of their flight time is presented
considerable portion of the input. Fig- in Table 2.
ure 9b shows the time histories for the
four helicopter states for both the linear Data Acquisition
control system and the optimized linear
control system. As expected, errors Pilot evaluation data, time histories,
between the desired model states and the and magnetic tape recordings of specified
helicopter states occur when the collec- flight parameters were collected. Var-
tive actuator is operating at its rate ables recorded included pilot control
limit. Maximum errors of 10*/sec, inputs, actuator positions, model atti-
40, and 30 in yaw rate, pitch attitude, tudes and rates, helicopter attitudes and
and roll attitude, respectively, were rates, airspeed, torque, and rotor rpm.
observed for the linear control system. The pilot evaluation data consist of

* The advantage of the linear control system Cooper-Harper handling qualities ratings?
with the controller optimization feature and two additional ratings: one of pilot
is apparent in the decrease in interaxis workload and stress and the other of over-
coupling, particularly the collective-to- all quality of the task performance. These
yaw-rate coupling, ratings were obtained using a modified

Cooper-Harper rating scale (Fig. 14),
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developed and used at the DFVLR (Ref. 8); control in flying the task. The pedals
they are used to give more insight into were used as a secondary control to mini-
the secondary factors affecting the pilot mize the collective-to-yaw-rate coupling.
during the task. In addition to the three Longitudinal cyclic inputs were made to
ratings, the pilots were asked to provide minimize collective-to-pitch coupling
written commentary to help identify those which necessitated lateral cyclic inputs
aspects of the system that most heavily to compensate for pitch-roll coupling. On
influenced the ratings. the right are shown the four control posi-

tions for the BO-105 augmented with the
Test Matrix MFCS performing the identical dolphin.

These time histories indicate that the
The test matrix for this experiment pilot needed only the collective control

is shown in Table 3. Evaluation of the to perform the task.
baseline helicopter without the model
following control system was done assuming A comparison of the BO-105's states,
an ideal actuating system (no rate or with and without the MFCS, during these
position limits). Generally, only one same dolphin evaluation runs is shown in
task was performed by the pilot in a typi- Fig. 16. In general, the criterion for
cal simulation session. Three evaluation acceptable model following performance is
runs per pilot were collected for each based on the error between the commanded
task. As indicated in the test matrix, and measured response. Maximum errors of
the pilots evaluated the baseline helicop- 5/sec in yaw rate, 7.20 in pitch attitude,
ter (without MFCS) for both tasks first and 9.60 in roll attitude were observed
and then evaluated the augmented helicop- for the unaugmented BO-105. These errors
ter (with MFCS}. reduced to 2.40 /sec, 1.8*, and 30 in yaw

rate, pitch attitude, and roll attitude,
Other Experimental Considerations respectively, for the augmented BO-105.

In addition, the airspeed errors went from
A significant amount of simulation 5 knots in the uncontrolled case to nearly

time was allotted for pilot familiariza- 0 knots in the controlled case. This
tion with the simulation facility and result shows that without wind and turbu-
simulated helicopters. In order to mini- lence, the desired flightpath and 60-knot
mize pilot learning-curve effects, evalu- airspeed were held constant, even though
ation data were not collected until the those parameters were not commanded
pilots demonstrated a consistent level of directly by the MFCS.
proficiency with the system. In general,
it took the pilots a great deal more time Figure 17 shows the difference in the
to become familiar with the baseline heli- control system activity needed to decouple
copter than with the baseline helicopter the BO-105 and UH-lH for the 60-knot dol-
augmented with the MFCS. Using the exten- phin task. The BO-105's actuator positions
sive pilot familiarity and experience with are strikingly similar to the pilot's con-
the actual MBB BO-105 helicopter, the trol activity for the uncontrolled BO-105
dynamics of the simulated baseline BO-105 shown in Fig. 15. Following a control
were adjusted to match the actual BO-105 strategy similar to that used by the
before any evaluation data were -lected. pilots, the MFCS uses the collective
This adjustment was not done wi the simu- actuator as the primary control and the
lated UH-1H since the pilots were not pedal actuator as a secondary control in
familiar with the characteristics of the performing the task. Longitudinal and
UH-IH without its stabilizer bar. lateral cyclic actuators are used to mini-

mize interaxis coupling.

Results For the UH-lH, the activity of the
four series servos is shown since these

Since the decoupling effects of the are more demanding on the control system
model following control system are more than the parallel servos. Because the
pronounced in the dolphin task, time his- UH-IH simulation model did not include the
tories and pilot ratings of that task are stabilizer bar, the dynamics and controlla-
used to illustrate the major results. bility of the helicopter were severely
Similar results and trends were observed degraded. The strong coupling between
for the slalom task. collective inputs and pitch rate exhibited

by the simulated uncontrolled UH-lH is
Figure 15 illustrates the effects on very apparent in the response of the longi-

pilot's control activity for the 60-knot tudinal series servo position. High
dolphin task when augmenting the SO-105 activity in all four series servos was
with the MFCS. On the left are shown the required in order to decouple the strongly
required control positions for the unaug- coupled and extremely nonlinear dynamics
mented 80-105. As instructed, the pilot of this helicopter.
used the collective stick as the primary



Table 4 summarizes the averaged pilot being a totally uncontrollable vehicle in
ratings in handling qualities, pilot work- the baseline configuration to one that
load, and task performance for the dolphin exhibited excellent handling qualities,
task. These results should not be inter- allowing satisfactory task performance
preted as constituting a comparison of the with minimal pilot workload, with the addi-
handling qualities of the BO-105 and the tion of the MFCS. This drastic change in
UH-1H. Rather they should be interpreted ratings demonstrates the ability of the
as a comparison of the baseline simulation designed model following control system to
mathematical model with and without the decouple a helicopter.
designed model following control system.

Both pilots commented on the lack of Conclusions
visual information for height and rate of
descent. They found it particularly dif- A new model following control tech-
ficult to estimate the point over the nique has been developed for potential
hurdles at which the descent should be application to a variable-stability heli-
initiated, copter. Presented in this paper are some

of the results of a fixed-base simulation
Both pilots considered the baseline experiment which evaluated the performance

UH-lH mathematical model uncontrollable and limitations of this control system
and unflyable (pilot rating of 10) for the when used to make large changes in the
60-knot dolphin task. This result was response characteristics of two very dif-
attributed to the high couplings and low ferent helicopters, the BO-105 and the
dynamic stability of the simulated vehicle UH-lH. The helicopters were evaluated,
without the stabilizer bar. The baseline with and without the MFCS, for a 60-knot
.0-105 received only adequate ratings, a dolphin task and a 60-knot slalom task.
result of the strong couplings, collective- The following general tendencies and con-
to-yaw and collective-to-pitch, which made clusions are noted:
it difficult to hold airspeed and heading.
In addition, attempts by the pilot to 1) The changes in response character-
minimize airspeed deviations between the istics resulted in significant improve-
hurdles created lateral deviations and, ments in the performance and handling
therefore, increased pilot workload, qualities of both vehicles, flying typical

nap-of-the-Earth mission tasks, because of
Satisfactory ratings in all three a substantial decrease in interaxis cou-

categories were achieved when the MFCS was pling and, therefore, less pilot control
added to both baseline helicopters. The activity and workload.
improvement in the handling qualities is
primarily a result of the decrease in the 2) Optimization of the control laws
pilot's control activity and, therefore, was required to improve the model follow-
workload, as illustrated in Fig. 15. For ing performance in situations in which the
the BO-105, the addition of the MFCS actuators are position or rate limited.
improved pilot ratings 3 points for han-
dling qualities, 5 points for pilot work- 3) The flexibility and simplicity of
load, and 4.5 points for task performance, the model following control system design
Pilot ratings of 1 were achieved in all allows for quick and easy adaptation to
three categories for the augmented UH-lH. helicopters with different dynamic charac-
The simulated UH-IH helicopter went from teristics and actuating systems.

Appendix

Control System Design Example: BO-105 in 60-knot Level Flight

Step 1: Equations of motion: i - Ax + Bu

'0.0322 -0.0210 2.5125 -32.1990 0.0018 -0.5693 0.0000 -0.03191
-0.0534 -0.7974 1.1900 -0.2019 -0.0043 -1.6577 0.9670 -0.1329 I
0.0135 0.0003 -4.0010 0.0000 -0.0025 2.2435 0.0000 0.1145 "

A 0.0000 0.0000 0.9995 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0300 I
0.0026 -0.0056 -0.5699 0.0061 -0.1440 -2.7438 32.1850 0.9100

-0.0046 -0.0021 -5.9050 0.0000 -0.0689 -10.0650 0.0000 0.1432
0.0000 0.0000 -0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0063

,-0.0052 -0.0090 0.1708 0.0000 0.0402 -0.0085 0.0000 -0.8351

0.000 0000 -0.002 0.000 0000 1.000 .000 0006
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B 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 the two participating pilots, K. Sanders
-0.0096 0.7165 -0.0505 -1.7734 and M. Roessing.
-0.1913 2.3651 -0.1032 -1.0503

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

-0.0282 0.0298 0.2243 1.5009 References
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"-0.2230 -0.0510 -0.0082 0.00861
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